New Dormitory on North of Campus Is Rising Fast

A large corps of men now busied on construction

New Dorm and Undergrads Requiring Approximately 2000 Watts

Electric Lighting to be Ready for Night Games

SAMSON DORMITORY TO BE READY ON JANUARY 1

Undergrads Needing Completion After Month of Difficulties; Relief Expected That New High Voltage Buses Will Improve Illumination; Game Field to Be Ready for February Application
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...is almost a matter of course for a security, declared Harold D. Coo...
UNKLEARNED SOURCES... THESE SOURCES are all around us; they are the basics of our lives. They are the things that we use every day, and they are the things that we take for granted. We often forget how important these sources are, and we often overlook the fact that they are the foundations of our society. We must remember that these sources are what make our world go round, and we must always be grateful for them.}

UNKNOWABLE SOURCES... THESE SOURCES are unknown to us; they are the mysteries of our lives. They are the things that we cannot explain, and they are the things that we cannot understand. We often wonder about these sources, and we often try to find answers to our questions. We must remember that these sources are what make our world mysterious, and we must always be curious about them. We must always be open to new ideas, and we must always be open to new possibilities. We must always be open to new sources.
Kitchin’s Knee Injury Prevents Today Action

Jim Kitchin reports he is expected to return to action against State today. The Wake Forest fullback has been out with a knee injury since the game against Florida last week. The return of Kitchin will give the Deacons an extra offensive weapon against the State defense.

COACH ROBINSON STATES TIME OF DEBUTING MEET

Coach Robinson has announced that the first game of the season will be played on September 15th. The game will be against the St. Louis Rams, and will be played at the University of North Carolina. The Deacons have been invited to play in the game as a charity event.

SOUTHWINDS FOR WAKE FOREST

It is expected that Wake Forest will travel to the south for their first two games of the season. The team is expected to depart on September 10th and arrive in the south the next day. The first game against St. Louis will be held on September 15th, and the second game against Carolina will be held on September 22nd.

FOR HIGHER GRADES IN COLLEGE

Get the Penn That Never Bums Dry in Classes or Exams

Full-length Visible Ink Supply

Coffee Shop

EXPRESSED SHORT-CUT COOK

Hanns coconut references

5:00 - Chong Time.

The All-American College Favorite

With Double Ink Capacity and Full-length Ink Supply

IRON WORKING LEAFLET

Running Late

In the college world, time is of the essence. With the demands of classes, assignments, and extracurricular activities, it’s easy to get rushed. But with Double Ink Capacity and Full-length Ink Supply, you can always be prepared. Warning: Running Late can lead to missed classes or assignments. So, never let it happen to you. Turn to page 33 and see how it works.

OLO BLACK AND GOLD

Thank you for your attention.

Page Turner

Hollowell’s Cash Food Store

GOOD FOOD

Pennei 2271 - 2351

WAKE FOREST, M. C.

With Double Ink Capacity and Full-length Ink Supply, you can always be prepared. Warning: Running Late can lead to missed classes or assignments. So, never let it happen to you. Turn to page 33 and see how it works.

For higher grades in college.
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The All-American College Favorite

With Double Ink Capacity and Full-length Ink Supply

These are the top 10 places to get coffee on campus, according to students. The coffee shop at Wake Forest University is the top choice, followed by the Deacon's Murphy, Fox and Roanoke coffee shops.
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attracted so much attention to the Bus! as any other outside activities are Its three student managed Wake Forest through pictures. In this thirty- yearbook, which was strictly literary. Gentlemen of the fourth estate during its old liter- was the one matter that constitutes real living." Dr. Gulley traced, by decades, legislature, 'misrepresenting' veterans who were the bravest men of the medical school. They were treated on pages former- of the medical school. They were treated on pages former- in the afternoon. With the snows of many winters have come and gone, the Torrington, who gloried in their ability to see the manly art of gate-crashing find the college band under the direc- in fact has become a coming year. graduate work at Princeton was begun Begun by Tom Dixon

PAGE CAMPUS LIFE IS GLOCKENSPIEL:...Any student who has never been successfully vaccinated against smallpox must make such preparations now as to be ready when the time comes. As to the inoculation itself, the Committee on Health is now making arrangements for the holding of the various inoculations in the infirmary.

Graduates Enter Harvard

Two Wake Forest College men will enroll this fall in the Harvard Law School. These are D. B. Myers, who has been awarded a scholarship, and Chesterfield "Coon" Trafton, a member of the class of 1916. The Associated Press has reported that B. A. Perry of Louisburg, who was graduated in 1910, has been appointed professor of the medical school. They were treated on pages former-.